
Holding academic degrees in physics, mechanical engineering, 
and medicine, Saturina Perara is equally skilled in 
technological and biological repair and maintenance, and 
has become a model for the kind of flexibility that is so 
necessary to mercenary life. This broad base of knowledge 
has allowed her to do more than simply drive her small MASH 
unit into the field like a motorized Florence Nightingale, 
and her fellow Light Horsemen often call the rugged Perara 
a “Renaissance woman” in recognition of her talents. On the 
field, Perara keeps her vehicle in constant motion, waiting 

for the call to race across the battle lines in 
support of a wounded unit. 
  Yet, for all the enthusiasm she shows when rushing 
headlong through a blazing crossfire so her mixed team 
of technicians and medics can rescue a damaged vehicle or 
infantry trooper, Saturina actually abhors every aspect of 
combat. Not quite a pacifist, she nevertheless refuses to 
carry weapons of any kind on her person or in her vehicle 
during a battle, and has been known to render humanitarian 
assistance even to a wounded enemy soldier without blinking.
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Commentary
Recognized as the archetypical MASH vehicle used 
across the Inner Sphere today, the MIT23 first emerged from 
ComStar factories before the Jihad, to replace older designs 
used by the Star League Defense Force. With expanded facilities, 
capable of rendering medical service to a full infantry squad 
at one time, this vehicle still maintains enough mobility to 
get close to a battlefield, perform critical operations, and 
get back out again in one piece. Many of these MASH trucks were 
enhanced later by Clan medical technology, capable of getting 
soldiers back into fighting shape even faster, or well enough 
for a final desperate push against enemy lines. 
  Serial number NSL4077-8063MM, assigned to the MASH that 
Saturina Perara commands, lacks these facilities, however, 
replacing them with a small technicians’ workstation and a 
cramped cargo bay for parts, allowing her partial crew of 
trained technicians to render quick, rudimentary repairs to 
damaged vehicles.
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Serial Number: NSL4077-8063MM
Mass: 20 tons

Movement Type: 
  Wheeled
Power Plant: 
  Hermes 80 Fusion
Cruising Speed: 
  54 kph
Maximum Speed: 
  86 kph
Armor: 
  StarSlab/Sheet
Armament: None




